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Abstract4

While the importance of climate change adaptation is not in doubt, adaptation funding in5

developing countries remains scarce. Therefore, climate finance institutions and national decision-6

makers face difficult trade-offs when allocating funds. While not a substitute for expert judgement,7

we argue that understanding how the public thinks could play a role in building support. Us-8

ing a representative sample of the UK population, we use a discrete choice experiment to explore9

in particular the way in which distributional considerations drive respondent decisions in two di-10

mensions: (a) amongst recipients of adaptation finance in recipient developing countries, and (b)11

amongst those who contribute to this finance (via taxation). We categorise our results as follows.12

First, respondents show strong distributional preferences for funds to reach the poorest individuals,13

supporting adoption of egalitarian policy mandates among climate adaptation funds. Secondly, re-14

spondents prefer an ‘ability-to-pay’ approach over the ‘polluter-pays-principle’ as a way of funding.15

Thirdly, our results suggest that a focus on communicating future benefits to UK residents can16

increase policy support. Overall, however, our findings also reveal that public support for global17

climate adaptation payments is insufficient. Yet we provide means of understanding how to allocate18

all-too-scarce funds and how to increase support for adaptation finance.19
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1 Introduction21

The Paris Agreement undoubtedly added further force to commitments on adaptation to climate22

change by the international community.1 Funding of up to USD100 billion per year was pledged by23

2020, to come from public, private, bilateral and multilateral sources (Klöck et al., 2018; Westphal24

et al., 2015). This is all the more important given the gap between required emission reductions25

and submitted nationally determined contributions (and additionally the lack of ambition, so far, in26

meeting these targets). Yet even if the international community succeeds in limiting climate change27

to 1.5 or 2.0◦C warming, adaptation remains critical especially in developing countries.28

Existing pledges for adaptation funding, however, are likely to fall far short of what will be required29

(Buchner et al., 2017; Barr et al., 2010; Fankhauser, 2010; Parry et al., 2009). For 2020, the latest30

available estimates suggest that funding has fallen well short of the USD100 billion target. The31

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) estimates that approximately32

USD67 billion in climate finance have been mobilized in 2020 by developed countries. However,33

the absence of clearly established accounting rules can allow countries to follow different reporting34

standards, potentially inflating their commitments (OECD, 2020; Roberts et al., 2021). A much lower35

estimate is stated by Oxfam (2020), which counts only USD19-22.5 billion in public climate finance36

for the time 2017-2018, which is two thirds lower than what was reported by developed countries.37

While it is difficult to provide an exact estimate of mobilized climate finance, a large gap remains38

between the pledged and the mobilized amounts. A key challenge is how to boost funding ambitions39

rapidly in the years to come, especially in an environment where budgets for overseas development40

assistance (ODA), such as in the UK, are shrinking.2 An important finding in this respect is O’Garra41

and Mourato (2016). Using a contingent valuation survey, that study estimated a substantial shortfall42

between the UK share of a plausible global target for adaptation finance and what UK respondents43

stated, on average, they would pay. This is a salutary reminder that public support for providing the44

necessary funding for climate adaptation around the world cannot be taken for granted.45

Nonetheless, it is well known from the literature on the public acceptability of domestic climate policy46

that the extent of public support depends, in no small part, on possibly multiple aspects of policy47

1It is worth noting that recognition of these commitments is long-standing, for example in the 2007 Bali Action Plan
(UNFCCC, 2007) and in the 2009 Copenhagen Accord where the international community first agreed upon the target
to spend USD100 billion per year by 2020 to address climate change related needs of developing countries. The target
was further strengthened in the Cancun Agreements in 2010 where the Green Climate Fund (GCF) was established to
act as a key delivery mechanism.

2For example, in the UK Spending Review in late 2020, a reduction in ODA from 0.7% of GDP to 0.5% was announced:
https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/spending-review-reducing-the-aid-commitment/ [Accessed: 08/04/2021]
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design (see e.g. Drews and van den Bergh, 2016; Douenne and Fabre, 2020). We might also expect this48

to be so in the adaptation context. Our contribution in the current paper is to explore whether this is49

actually the case. Specifically, using a discrete choice experiment (DCE) of a sample of UK households,50

we examine how people make choices about fund contributions (via their own tax payments) based51

on two broad dimensions. One relates to priorities in how funds are disbursed within those countries52

implementing adaptation projects, and how these benefit people. The other relates to principles of53

fairness in how the costs of financing adaptation are allocated across households. Importantly, the54

DCE format allows us to explore also trade-offs between these dimensions of adaptation policy. This,55

we argue, is important for two reasons.56

First, as we have discussed, it is the public in donor countries that ultimately finances adaptation57

in many instances: e.g. via increased taxation. If, in turn, the willingness of the public to provide58

adaptation finance is contingent on what this policy looks like, then understanding these determinants59

is a critical element of unlocking greater public support. In other words, this is arguably one way of60

bridging the apparent gap between funding needs and what people are prepared to contribute.61

Secondly, but relatedly, our findings also reveal the extent of public support for principles which might62

be used by donor institutions and recipients for disbursing adaptation finance. For example, the Green63

Climate Fund (2018) (GCF) and the Adaptation Fund (2011) (AF) both include in their mandates the64

requirement to protect the most ‘vulnerable’ from the detrimental impacts of climate change. High65

level principles by Fankhauser and Burton (2011) – building upon Stern (2008, 2009) – define ‘good’66

adaptation to be (1) efficient in achieving results at lowest costs, (2) effective in reducing or adapting67

to negative impacts of climate change, and (3) equitable in its distribution to target populations.368

Our study provides a complementary perspective on what the public judges (albeit a preliminary given69

this refers to one particular country) to be important principles guiding decision-making for making70

use of adaptation finance.71

Of course, subservience to what the public thinks needs to be placed in context, especially given72

the moral dilemmas and complex factors that such policy decisions inevitably present. There are73

inherently complex trade-offs involved in allocating scarce adaptation finance and presumably this74

necessitates a critical role for expert judgement to arbitrate these challenges. Notwithstanding this75

3Nonetheless, initial evidence suggests scope for political interests to dominate and for substantial discretion regarding
interpretation more generally (Horstmann, 2011; Barrett, 2014; Stadelmann et al., 2014). As an illustration, in a study
of the distribution of subnational adaptation finance in Malawi, Barrett (2014, p.131) finds a tendency for adaptation
finance to be allocated towards locations with greater capacity to manage assistance and where aid workers were already
established and away from poorer, more marginalised and climate vulnerable locations (see also (Stadelmann et al.,
2014)). Fankhauser and Burton (2011) suggest such outcomes might arise, amongst other reasons, from a preference for
‘concrete’ and visible projects in areas with sufficient capacity.
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point, the emphasis in the current paper on public preferences is essentially the same as that for76

the more extensive literature on public support for domestic climate policy. There it is argued that77

understanding what people think – and how they view trade-offs – is one key to building public support78

for action on domestic climate mitigation. It strikes us that further investigation of public preferences79

in the adaptation context is similarly relevant for helping to ensure that funding gaps are bridged and80

that this support is sustained.81

In doing so, our findings indicate that: (a) in terms of how to disburse adaptation funds – respondents82

in our sample have strong preferences for matters such as effectiveness in delivering the adaptation83

project outcome that we focus on (i.e. reductions in mortality) in the context of wanting to prioritize84

the most vulnerable in recipient countries; and (b) in terms of the costs of paying for adaptation finance85

in donor countries, respondents also appear to be concerned with how these costs are distributed,86

notably characterized by a preference for ‘ability to pay’ as a guiding principle. That said, how87

respondents can be characterized, on average, does disguise a substantial degree of heterogeneity that88

we also discuss.89

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the section immediately below, 2, we situate our90

study within a broader body of literature notably about the public acceptability of climate policy. In91

Section 3 we adopt a systematic approach for the choice experiment attribute selection and elaborate92

on our survey design. Section 4 describes the methodology of Multinomial Logit, Random Parameter93

Logit, and Latent Class Models, which we apply in the analysis. In Section 5 we present the results of94

the choice experiment and the accompanying survey. Section 6 discusses the findings and concludes.95

2 Literature Review96

The observation that public acceptability is crucial for climate policy is not new. Indeed, lack of public97

support is recognised as a substantial barrier to ambitious climate mitigation actions, and a growing98

literature has emerged – using survey methods – to understand, on the one hand, what characteristics99

of policy matter most to people and, on the other hand, how different people (e.g. different publics)100

perceive and respond to given policy proposals. Examples include: Hovi et al. (2009); Geels (2013);101

Wiseman et al. (2013); Drews and van den Bergh (2016); Douenne and Fabre (2020) revealing the102

importance of factors such as policy design and outcomes (see e.g. Huber et al., 2020), trust in processes103

and implementing institutions (see e.g. Carattini et al., 2017b; Huber and Wicki, 2021) and perceived104

or actual distributional issues (see e.g. Drews and van den Bergh, 2016) and individual (respondent)105
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proximity to the policy issue (see e.g. Huber and Wicki, 2021) as well as the characteristics of ‘publics’106

being asked about their support for different policies (see e.g. Nowlin et al., 2020).4107

Support for carbon pricing is a particularly notable area of research in this respect. On the face of108

it, a carbon tax has a number of attractive features especially from an economic perspective. The109

fact that genuine carbon taxes are relatively few is perhaps telling with contributions such as Wicki110

et al. (2019) amongst others, noting a key reason might be the salience or visibility of costs (i.e. tax111

burdens) in comparison to regulatory measures. However, as these authors also note, the composition112

of this policy and the way it is packaged may be one element to boost public acceptance.113

In the case of a carbon tax this includes the way in which carbon revenues are used. For example,114

Klenert et al. (2018) examine how earmarking of revenues influences public support and, in doing115

so, place this in a broader context of tax reform (see also e.g. Kenny, 2018). An earlier contribution116

by Bernauer (2016) also explores a more positive framing for carbon pricing as perhaps contributing117

to an innovative and healthier economy and social community, and the way in which a carbon tax118

might be one means to attain such transformative possibilities. Aasen and Vatn (2018) assess public119

support for a low carbon transition in Norway and the way in which support and intended behaviours120

by individuals are influenced by notions of social responsibility and contributions to a societal, indeed121

a global, objective. In some instances findings are sobering, not least in pointing to the importance122

of political preferences and priors which withstand attempts to nudge public support by reframing123

climate policy (Bernauer, 2016). A recent study for the US, Nowlin et al. (2020), also emphasises124

that public support of climate policy, specifically carbon pricing and revenue recycling, depends on125

political identity and allegiances of respondents.126

Notwithstanding these insights about heterogeneous publics, how policy outcomes are distributed also127

appears to be critical. Jagers et al. (2019), for example, explore these distributional concerns – in128

the context of policy costs – in a survey of respondents in Sweden, a country where the carbon tax is129

amongst the highest in the world (Andersson, 2019). A general finding seems to be that public support130

for a domestic climate mitigation policy tends on average to increase if the mechanism allocating cost131

burdens is based on the ‘polluter-pays principle’ (Hammar and Jagers, 2007; Lee and Cameron, 2008;132

Dietz and Atkinson, 2010; Bechtel and Scheve, 2013). There are important nuances to this: policies133

are also more likely to be accepted if poorer individuals bear relatively less of the overall burden or134

are exempt (e.g. Atkinson et al., 2000; Gevrek and Uyduranoglu, 2015; Carattini et al., 2017a).135

4It is also worth noting that all of these studies examine public support, rather than the way in which that support
might actually influence the policy process. An interesting exception, however, is Hager and Hilbig (2020) which examines
the causal affect of public opinion on political speeches in Germany, albeit in a non-climate policy context.
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The extent to which effective communication might boost public support is also an important ques-136

tion.5 Fesenfeld et al. (2021) explore this – in the context of behavioural changes to achieve ‘sustainable137

consumption’ – using a large-scale survey (of almost 10,000 respondents) across China, Germany and138

the United States. An important finding is that there appear to be limits to the extent to which139

public support (on a variety of metrics) is susceptible to influence on the basis of incremental changes140

in the way a policy is strategically framed for respondents. The study authors attribute this to the141

nature of the decision to lend support: that is, ultimately it is costly and entails wholesale changes to142

deep-seated consumption habits and norms (see also Tjernström and Tietenberg (2008) in the context143

of support for ‘disruptive’ (transport) policy packages in urban Austria).144

A handful of relevant studies have used stated preference studies in order to estimate the money145

value of the benefits that people place on climate policy (e.g. Dietz and Atkinson, 2010; Bakaki and146

Bernauer, 2017). Aldy et al. (2012), for example, estimate the willingness to pay (WTP) of US147

respondents for national standards for clean power generation in electricity sector. These stated WTP148

values summarise unspecified multiple and complex policy benefits, and moreover are elicited using149

a contingent valuation method which estimates only the total value of (the change in) these policy150

benefits. However, a strength is that these values can be compared with estimated policy costs and151

represent a useful accompaniment to more familiar referenda-type metrics of public support (Kotchen152

et al., 2013, 2017). As an illustration, the values in the study by Aldy et al. (2012) are used to simulate153

the likelihood of climate legislation passing into law, if it can be assumed that elected representatives154

vote according to the median WTP of their respective electorates.155

All of these existing studies offer important insights, although it is worth noting that the focus of156

this literature is primarily domestic, albeit recognising that the rationale for climate policy typically157

is a response to an inherently global challenge. A number of empirical studies have focused more158

explicitly, however, on this international dimension. For example, when asked about the beneficiaries159

of climate policy or the victims of climate impacts, overall support tends to increase if benefits accrue160

disproportionately to the world’s poor (see e.g. Cai et al., 2010; Lee and Cameron, 2008).161

A handful of studies have looked at climate adaptation policies, although most contributions so far have162

focused on strategic interactions between countries rather than on individual or household preferences.163

Gampfer et al. (2014), for example, examine the extent to which individuals respond to fairness in164

the distribution of costs between countries. In doing so they find that support increases with higher165

5Within stated preference surveys, for example, while there is a general expectancy that the way in which information
is framed can have an important bearing on respondents choices, studies such as Kragt and Bennett (2012) show that
this cannot be taken for granted. See also Shapanskz et al. (2008) and O’Garra and Mourato (2016).
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burdens being allocated to other countries. Bechtel and Scheve (2013) find that respondents were166

indifferent between a policy design in which countries pay according to their current emissions, their167

historic emissions or their income level. A crucial driver of policy preferences, however, was overall168

policy cost: people were more likely to support costly policies if the burden is shared across a larger169

group of countries and where compliance is independently monitored.170

An important contribution which does focus on individual or household preferences is O’Garra and171

Mourato (2016). That study uses a contingent valuation survey to provide an assessment of public172

WTP in the UK for international climate adaptation transfers. Respondent WTP, on average, is173

found to be substantially below – i.e. about one-third of – what the authors calculate is broadly174

needed per person as the UK share of a global target of £70 billion (or roughly USD100 billion in175

2016). Moreover, an emotive information treatment, appealing to respondents’ feelings about scale176

and urgency, did not significantly affect WTP.177

What seems clear, however, is that these initial contributions on climate adaptation policy, in com-178

bination with the relatively larger literature on domestic climate policy does provide a valuable basis179

for building further understanding – as we do in the current paper – of how different aspects of policy180

design influence public support in the climate adaptation context. Moreover, it is also clear that there181

are possibly challenging trade-offs between these aspects of design of policy options. And so while182

metrics of simple levels of support for different policy designs provides valuable insights, assessing183

respondent views on these trade-offs also strikes us as crucial. In the section that follows, therefore,184

we describe the stated preference method – specifically, a discrete choice experiment – that we will185

use to assess public acceptance for a climate adaptation levy and show potential trade-offs that may186

exist between characteristics of this policy.187

3 Attribute Selection and Research Design188

3.1 Systematic Attribute Selection and Hypotheses189

Since the literature on public acceptance of climate adaptation policies is still in its relative infancy,190

the selection of policy attributes for a discrete choice experiment (DCE) is a major challenge and at191

least partly exploratory. Nevertheless, we take a systematic approach to attribute selection, informed192

by the findings from related literature on climate mitigation policies. Yet, since climate adaptation193

is a multi-dimensional and often less clearly defined concept, the precise selection of attributes is less194
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obvious. As such, for our DCE, we make relative judgements for each attribute between how realistic195

and important the attribute is within the context of climate adaptation and how straightforward it is196

for a respondent to understand an attribute’s meaning (Champ et al., 2017).197

We also comment, in what follows, on our hypotheses in relation to these selected attributes. In198

some cases, the expected interpretation of how respondents might view attributes is straightforward.199

Metrics of policy effectiveness might be one example here, assuming a suitable metric can be found. For200

other attributes, while relatively speaking the case for a particular attribute might be straightforward,201

respondents might reasonably think differently in terms of how they respond to levels in this attribute.202

As we will see below, attributes where levels reflect distinct distributional principles are an example203

of this.204

On balance, we argue that there is merit to looking at how preferences for such attributes influence205

public support (and willingness to pay) for climate adaptation. There is, however, a general caveat to206

bear in mind as we make that argument. In the current study, we have chosen a wide focus to look207

at the breadth of the adaptation policy challenge: how adaptation funds might be raised in donor208

countries, and how these funds might be disbursed in recipient countries. The cost of this breadth is209

arguably a sacrifice of detail, and generality, in specific attributes. While we argue that this sacrifice210

is worthwhile to provide a better initial understanding of the overall challenge with regard to public211

support for climate adaptation, we do not pretend that a more targeted approach (e.g. focusing on a212

small subset of attributes such as adaptation effectiveness) would not yield more fine-grained insights213

about those target objects. This is an important qualification to our approach that we will refer in214

what follows in setting out our attribution selection.215

This important consideration notwithstanding, we take a three-step approach to attribute selection,216

illustrated in Figure 1. First, and on the basis of the discussion in previous sections, we list the217

attributes identified as most relevant in the context of climate mitigation policies. Secondly, we218

translate the meaning of these attributes to the context of climate adaptation policies.6 Thirdly, we219

conducted focus groups and piloted the survey to test and select different attribute framings in this220

adaptation context. Following an analysis of the results of this last step, we determined the final set221

of attributes and their precise wording. The final attributes and levels included in the DCE, as well as222

their underlying rationale are summarised in Table 1 and discussed in the remainder of this section.223

Our first variable – policy effectiveness – is, as mentioned, one attribute which we might clearly expect224

6This step reveals the increased complexity of climate adaptation policies. For example, it necessitates consideration
of the distributional dimension among both the individuals paying for and the individuals receiving transfers.
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respondents to value positively. That is, other things being equal, people would be expected to place225

a higher value on adaptation policy the more effective it is. The critical question, of course, is how226

effectiveness is defined for the purposes of our DCE. Indeed, for adaptation policy identifying an227

attribute is a challenging task (in contrast to climate mitigation, where typically emission reductions228

are specified in absolute or relative terms). Climate change outcomes are likely to be wide-ranging,229

including but not restricted to premature mortality (or illness) arising from various causes as well as230

diverse risks to livelihoods and subsequent impacts on development, migration and so on. In principle231

then there might be numerous ways in which effectiveness can be understood via many different232

categories of adaptation project that are relevant to a climate fund.233

Whether it is possible to reflect this multiplicity within a DCE is arguable. An alternative possibility234

is to specify a deliberately vague term such as: ‘a moderate increase in resilience’. However, this235

leaves ample room for individual interpretation especially with regards to what resilience means.7 In236

the current study, however, we focus on one attribute only describing effectiveness. This is the extent237

of ‘prevented deaths’ or actual ‘lives lost’. In doing so, we draw upon designs to elicit preferences for238

different policy options used commonly in other fields such as health economics (Dolan and Tsuchiya,239

2009; Robson et al., 2017), transportation (Rheinberger, 2009; SWOF, 2012; Tsuge et al., 2005),240

terrorism research (Viscusi, 2009), or landmine clearance (Gibson et al., 2007) among others.241

This allows us to use a clearly quantifiable variable with arguably little ambiguity about precise242

meaning. While we acknowledge that climate change impacts are undoubtedly far broader than this,243

prevented deaths themselves might stem from a variety of climate-related outcomes and using this as244

a metric of effectiveness perhaps represents a balance between clarity and salience for respondents on245

the one hand and the breadth of potential impacts on the other hand.246

However, we acknowledge that given the breadth of categories of adaptation project this is unlikely247

to be a comprehensive metric to base our understanding of respondent preferences for effectiveness248

on. This breadth is not surprising given the many ways in which climate change impacts might affect249

wellbeing and livelihoods. Indeed, it would be interesting to investigate how people might rank and250

choose these different categories and character of adaptation projects involving different development251

outcomes across different people, a point we return to in the conclusions. Given the approach that252

we take here, it is an empirical judgement about how general our emphasis on health, and specifically253

7There may be trade-offs in the DCE design, in this respect. An important task of international climate adapta-
tion payments is to increase the overall resilience of communities. Resilience, however, is itself a complex and multi-
dimensional concept. Using such an attribute in a DCE would increase the cognitive burden for respondents and might
lead to biased responses depending on individual perceptions of what the concept means.
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health outcomes involving mortality is. In the absence of this generality, our study findings remain254

relevant to understanding public support for adaptation which involve reductions in mortality risks255

as the sole or main impact.256

With respect to distributional dimensions, we incorporate a number of different types of policy char-257

acteristics as illustrated in Table 1. The first of these refers directly to the distribution of benefits258

among eligible recipients and captures the share of deaths prevented among the extremely poor. This259

enables us to contrast purely ‘utilitarian’ approaches (valuing the total number of deaths prevented)260

from more ‘egalitarian’ preferences (concerned about the type of individuals protected and their level261

of poverty). Where people stand on these choices, of course, is a matter for them. Nonetheless, our262

expectation is that respondents may judge there to be a trade-off between effectiveness (extent of263

prevented deaths) and distribution (how those prevented deaths broadly are distributed), at least on264

average and to unknown degree.265

Our remaining distributional attributes focus on how the cost burden of paying for adaptation is266

shared. Two of these attributes explore hypotheses about: (a) whether an additional levy on donor267

country industries and businesses and (b) whether making donor country household contributions268

conditional on an additional tax levied by a recipient government each has a significant impact on an269

individual’s likelihood of contributing to adaptation finance? This is essentially a co-financing issue270

between actors. For both of these hypotheses, what we are interested in is the degree to which possibil-271

ities for co-financing amongst these actors is associated with potential ‘crowding-in’ or ‘crowding-out’272

of individual payments (e.g. Andreoni et al., 2014; Zhang and Maruyama, 2001). That is, to what273

extent will individuals’ WTP differ according to the contributions made by others?274

A priori the effect of third party contributions on one’s own payment is ambiguous, however, making275

it harder to form expectations regarding to how respondents will react to these attributes. Payments276

made by others could boost the willingness to contribute for a specific individual perhaps by enhancing277

the credibility of projects and imposing moral pressure (crowding-in). Alternatively, this may shrink278

a specific individual’s contribution if that person thinks in terms of a fixed total amount required to279

meet a project target (crowding-out). Moreover, the relative strength of each effect may be specific to280

the policy context and therefore it seems useful to explore respondent perspectives in the adaptation281

context.282

Our last distributional dimension captures the preferred payment principle for donor country individ-283

uals for sharing contributions across households. In line with the existing literature we have sought to284
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distinguish between an ‘ability-to-pay’, a ‘polluters-pay’ and an ‘equal-shares’ principle (for a related285

application see for example Dietz and Atkinson (2010)). For example, climate adaptation is needed to286

address impacts for which some people in donor countries might be more responsible for than others287

(e.g. perhaps in terms of their implied carbon footprint). But while we might expect respondents –288

as a result – to have a preference for a ‘polluters-pay’ principle, other criteria are possible. Hence, our289

attribute here allows us to identify the preferred policy design for this aspect of the adaptation choice290

and to compare our results to findings in the related climate mitigation literature.291

The fact we are seeking to do this via one dimension of our DCE means that this attribute has to do292

a lot of work. Most importantly perhaps, making the polluter pay might be correlated with ‘ability-293

to-pay’. This is especially the case for the example we use – fuel consumption – which is likely to294

be a normal good and a necessity. For a discussion see for example (Teixidó and Verde, 2017) and295

in the context of Sweden’s carbon tax (Andersson and Atkinson, 2020). Making the polluter pay296

would equate (in some way) with imposing cost burdens which could well be regressive in income.297

That is, our attribute level which are claiming reflects a polluter pays principle has other (implicit)298

distributional consequences that respondents may or may not be thinking about when making their299

choice. If so, then – as an illustration – choosing “households with higher carbon emissions from fuel300

consumption pay more” rather than “households with higher income pay more” in otherwise identical301

options might be construed as a negative preference for income equity or, perhaps more likely, a302

preference for polluter-pays, regardless of the implication for income distribution. Put another way,303

these linkages between distributional principles do mean that interpretations of actual choices made304

by respondents need to be made with care.305

We also recognise, for example, that contrasting payment principles are implied by these rather differ-306

ent practical payment vehicles. For example, to capture preferences for our ‘ability-to-pay’ principle307

we specify this occurs via a change to a progressive income tax. For ‘polluters-pay’ this is a fuel tax on308

household carbon emissions.8 Moreover, the practical means of payments (and its frequency) clearly309

will be different in each case. In respect of this latter fact, however, our cost attribute provides a310

means for ensuring that respondents think about their individual contribution in a consistent fashion.311

Put another way, it presents respondents with the yearly payment they would face for any option with312

a given combination of attributes and levels, including those for the UK household payment scheme.313

Additionally, this final attribute for policy cost allows us to conduct the usual ‘sanity’ check on whether314

8While we do not specify the exact details of this fuel tax, plausibly it could apply to transport fuel and household
energy use such as, for example, the Swedish carbon tax (see e.g. Andersson, 2019).
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individual responses are credible, in that we would expect to see negative coefficients on this payment315

attribute. Relatedly, when eliciting respondent choices between adaptation options we also contribute316

to those existing studies on public support for climate policy which use explicitly individual payment317

vehicles rather than a cost attribute not aligned with a respondent’s household budget.318

3.2 Information Treatment319

As part of the DCE, we want to test to what extent the framing of the issue can impact support for320

climate adaptation payments. From the literature on the acceptance of climate mitigation policies as321

discussed in Section 2, we know that direct benefits to the taxpayer in the form of revenue recycling322

can significantly increase public support for a carbon price for instance (Carattini et al., 2017b; Drews323

and van den Bergh, 2016). Since the literature on preferences for climate adaptation support is still324

relatively young, choosing a particular framing perspective is exploratory in nature. Existing work has325

shown that emotive language, appealing to the urgency of the problem, does not seem to have an effect326

(O’Garra and Mourato, 2016). Moreover, it was noted earlier (e.g. Fesenfeld et al. (2021)) that issue327

framing may not significantly influence public support, depending on the extent to which preferences328

and norms for the behaviours targeted by climate policy are long-standing and deep-rooted. Whether329

decisions to contribute to an adaptation fund are an example of this is arguable. However, the point330

stands that it cannot be presumed that the degree of climate support is amenable to discrete differences331

in the way a policy package is framed.332

Notwithstanding this important point, we have sought to explore the degree to which appealing to333

self-interest on potential benefits to the UK (of contributions to an adaptation fund) influences WTP.9334

In the case of climate adaptation payments, direct benefits to the UK taxpayer are not immediately335

obvious. Such benefits can take the form of larger and more prosperous markets to sell UK goods and336

services, more stable global food prices, as well as relatively improved global stability and economic337

growth. Yet, in a choice experiment the researcher faces the trade-off between providing a realistic338

scenario and one that is easily understandable for respondents. The benefit therefore needs to be as339

tangible as possible.340

We decided to use an assessment of the donor country’s Security Forces, which identified climate341

change as a potential threat to its national security (HM Government, 2015). Much time was devoted342

to selecting the right phrasing of the information treatment. Climate change can be a highly polarising343

9Limited funding only allowed us to use one information treatment and not to test multiple framing versions.
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topic. For example, in our empirical application the donor country is the UK. While more than 90%344

of people in the UK believe that climate change is happening, only 36% believe that it is entirely or345

mainly due to human activities. In fact, more than 50% believe that natural processes and human346

activity cause it equally (Phillips et al., 2018). Hence, it is important to select an institution that is347

respected within the population and not believed to have a vested interest in commenting on climate348

change. Our decision was influenced by opinion polls suggesting that the UK’s Security Forces enjoy349

a highly positive reputation and are highly trusted by British nationals (YouGov, 2014).350

To test potential framing effects we randomly divided participants into a treatment and a control group.351

Individuals in the treated group saw an additional paragraph summarising the assessment of the UK’s352

Security Forces. It states that climate change may pose an additional risk to the UK’s national security353

and may exacerbate instability overseas through resource stresses, migration, impacts on trade, and354

global economic and food insecurity, which may result in violent conflict. The information treatment355

furthermore states that international support to help countries adapt to the negative impacts of climate356

change can reduce such negative effects.357
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Attributes Levels 

 

Rationale for 

Attribute 

Total deaths prevented per 

year. 

10,000; 20,000;  40,000 

 

 

 

Distributional 

dimension 1: 

How are the 

payments 

distributed 

among 

recipients? 

 

Share of deaths prevented 

among the extremely poor. 

20%, 50%, 80% 

The project is conditional on 

local government in the 

recipient country to also raise 

taxes to contribute to the 

project. 

No (0), Yes (1),   

Distributional 

dimension 2: 

Co-financing: 

Who contributes 

apart from UK 

households?   

UK industries and businesses 

contribute as well through an 

additional levy. 

No (0), Yes (1) 

 

 

 

 

UK household payment 

scheme. 

(0) Every household pays the same 

amount. (Collected through an additional 

lump-sum household tax).  

(1) Households with higher carbon 

emissions from fuel consumption pay 

more. (Collected through and increase in 

fuel tax).  

(2) Households with higher income pay 

more. (Collected through a proportional 

increase in income tax). 

 

Distributional 

Dimension 3: 

How should the 

burdens be 

shared among 

UK households? 

Your yearly payment. £5, £20, £50, £70, £120 

 

/ 

	
360

Table 1: Attributes and Levels and Underlying Conceptual Meaning361
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3.3 Survey Design and Implementation362

Focus groups and an initial survey design testing took place in October and November 2017. We went363

through extensive testing among colleagues before piloting the choice experiment. We then conducted364

two separate (roughly representative) online pilots with 100 respondents each with the second of365

these pilots building on feedback resulting from the first. Based on this improved design, the second366

online pilot was conducted in February 2018. It appeared however that an additional comprehension367

question, which we included in the second pilot, drew too much attention to the first two attributes,368

which meant that other attributes were neglected. This observation illustrates that the researcher369

needs to make a relative judgement between (a) ensuring that respondents understand the choice370

cards correctly and (b) priming respondents to focus too much on a particular attribute which might371

not reflect their true preferences.372

For the full survey, lessons from the pilot resulted in particular in an improved colour coding for choice373

cards, which makes the distinction between the different household groups clearer (see the Appendix374

A1 to this paper for a final example Choice Card). We also dropped an additional comprehension375

question to reduce priming concerns. The survey still contained two comprehension questions, which376

tested if respondents had read and understood the overall scenario (see Appendix B for the scenario.)377

Each respondent in our final survey had to read the one-page scenario description, explaining the378

basic concept of climate change and adaptation support for developing countries as agreed by the379

Paris Agreement. This was followed by two comprehension questions, which tested that respondents380

had actually read and understood the scenario.10 Respondents had to answer both questions correctly.381

Otherwise, they were immediately redirected and did not complete the survey. This test proved to be382

an important filter with nearly one thousand respondents being excluded from these testing questions.383

Respondents were also not able to attempt the survey more than once.11
384

We use the preferred Bayesian efficient design rather than the random designs for discrete choice385

experiments, which have been employed in the handful of existing studies (for example in Bechtel and386

Scheve (2013); Gampfer et al. (2014)). The results of the second pilot were used to generate a Bayesian387

10The comprehension questions asked respondents in a multiple choice setting to select the correct answers. Question
1: “Based on the previous description: For what reason are additional financial resources required?”(Correct Answer:
To help poor countries adapt to climate change.). Question 2: “According to the previous description: What is climate
change expected to cause?” (Correct Answer: Rising average temperatures, rising sea-levels and more severe natural
disasters).

11The “Qualtrics” survey setting ‘prevent ballot box stuffing’ prevented individuals from taking the survey multiple
times.
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D-Efficient design for the full survey using the software Ngene.12 For the Bayesian efficient design, the388

coefficient and standard errors of the pilot were used to generate the final experimental design. Using389

both the standard error as well as the coefficient estimate is preferred relative to using an efficient390

design, which may be more prone to be affected by outliers in the pilot.13 Each respondent faces 8391

choice tasks, with 2 policy options each and one opt-out option of ‘No additional policy’. Respondents392

are randomly assigned to either a treatment or control group. We use two blocks, which allows us to393

have 16 different choice cards within each the treatment and control group. For the final DCE, we394

collect a nationally representative sample based on quotas for gender, age, education level, income,395

and region. Responses are collected through the panel of an online survey company. The final survey396

was conducted between June and August 2018. All respondents who were not filtered out by the quota397

settings and answered the comprehension questions correctly also completed the survey.398

4 Methodology399

4.1 MNL and RPL Models400

The Choice Experiment (CE) methodology is built upon the Random Utility Theory established by401

McFadden (1974). In this framework, utility (U) is built up of two components: a deterministic or402

observable part V and a random or stochastic component ε. Thus, individual i chooses alternative403

j among n alternatives if Uij > Uin. In the Random Utility Framework, the utility of individual i404

choosing alternative j can therefore be written as:405

Uij = Vij + εij (1)

12We used 29,760 iterations to generate the final design. The mean Bayesian MNL D-error is 0.101537.
13For the pilots we generated efficient designs using a combination of small and zero priors. When generating efficient

designs, the researcher has to take a decision between 0 priors (in which case the design becomes an orthogonal design)
and very small positive and negative priors, which allows the researcher to exclude dominant alternatives from the design.
This is not generally possible within orthogonal designs, as it would result in a loss of orthogonality of the design. The
researcher faces a trade-off in this case: including dominant alternatives gives the researcher one additional tool to check
that respondents answered ‘rationally’ and did not select clearly dominated alternatives, perhaps by selecting choices
randomly. Yet, including such dominated options also bears the risk that respondents become irritated, which can lead
to an increase in protest responses. The currently conventionally preferred option tends to be to use very small positive
and negative priors where the researcher has good reason to believe that the relationship is either positive or negative
and use zero priors for coefficients, where this is not the case. With small priors and a Bayesian efficient design, the risk
of inserting bias into the design is minimised, while being able to exclude irritating dominant alternatives.
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The deterministic or observable component Vij can be written as:406

Vij =
K∑
k=1

βikjXikj (2)

The choice probability P at each choice occasion t is given by:407

Pijt =
exp(βkX

′
kjt)∑

j exp(βkX
′
kjt)

(3)

where X is a vector of k attributes in levels, and β is a vector of utility parameters to be estimated. In408

the Multinomial Logit Model (MNL) the error terms are assumed to be independently and identically409

distributed (IID) with an extreme value type 1 distribution (also known as Gumbel distribution). This410

model implies independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA). Furthermore, it assumes taste homogeneity411

across respondents, since the utility coefficient of an attribute k is the same for all individuals βik =412

βk (see e.g. Strazzerra et al., 2012). The restrictive taste homogeneity assumption is relaxed in413

the Random Parameter Logit Model (RPL), also known as Mixed Multinomial Logit (MMNL). The414

RPL model allows variation among individuals for the utility coefficients by assuming a continuous415

distribution of parameter vectors (Revelt and Train, 1998; Hensher and Greene, 2003). An alternative416

model also relaxing the taste homogeneity assumption is the Latent Class Model (LCM), which also417

allows for variation among individuals by assuming a discrete distribution with individual parameters418

clustered in classes (Boxall and Adamowicz, 2002; Greene and Hensher, 2003).419

The RPL model is our preferred specification for the analysis. It allows for taste heterogeneity at the420

individual level, as opposed to at the group level. It also does not require the researcher to specify421

the number of classes, but only the parameter distributions, which is less prescriptive. While the422

RPL model is our main specification, we additionally also estimate LCMs to try to recognize and423

characterize heterogeneous socio-economic groups. Characterizing such groups can be particularly424

useful to assess the magnitude of support for specific policy characteristics to inform policy designs in425

democratic decision-making processes.426

In the RPL the utility function of individual i is characterised by an additional idiosyncratic random427

deviation ηik from the mean value of βk for each attribute k. The utility of individual i for alternative428
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j at choice occasion t is (see e.g. Revelt and Train, 1998; Contu et al., 2016):429

Uijt = βkX
′
kjt + ηikX

′
kjt + εijt (4)

The distribution must be specified by the analyst. Normal and (negative) log-normal distributions430

are the most common in this context, depending on prior expectations on the sign of the coefficient.431

Without strong priors on the sign of a coefficient, using the normal distribution allows full flexibility432

on the sign and is the preferred option. In this context the choice probability is given by:433

Pijt =

∫
exp(βikX

′
kjt)∑

j exp(βikX
′
kjt)

f(βi|Θ)dβi (5)

where f(βi|Θ) represents the density function for the vector of taste coefficients β, which could allow434

for some fixed elements as well as correlation between individual random elements (Contu et al., 2016).435

This now allows the vector β to follow a random distribution with parameters Θ.436

437

All the random parameters were set to be distributed using a normal distribution, except for the438

monetary attribute and the interaction of the information treatment with the monetary attribute,439

which are assumed to be fixed (i.e. non-random). We chose a fixed coefficient for the payment attribute440

for several reasons discussed in the literature. Assuming a cost coefficient with a distribution that has a441

positive probability mass at zero (e.g the normal distribution) is problematic because this would imply442

division by zero for WTP values of attributes. Furthermore, with a normal distribution a proportion443

of the sample would be predicted to have a positive cost coefficient. Alternative distributions such as444

the log-normal distribution has heavy tails, which can bias results Cirillo and Hetrakul (2010). For445

these reasons and in line with several papers in the literature Revelt and Train (1998); Ruud (1996);446

Goett et al. (2000); Masiero and Maggi (2010); Contu et al. (2016); Hynes et al. (2021), we assume447

the cost coefficient to be fixed. It should be noted that with a fixed cost coefficient we do not capture448

heterogeneity in the cost coefficient, which is further reason for the LCM that analyses heterogeneities449

across classes (For further information on the discussion of the cost parameter, see (Bliemer and450

Rose, 2013; Daly et al., 2012)). Hence, for the RPL model we assume a normal distribution for all451

parameters, except for the payment attribute and the interaction of the information treatment with452

the payment attribute. In RPL models the number of draws used in the estimation can impact the453

stability and precision of results significantly. It is important to estimate RPL models with sufficiently454
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large numbers of draws to obtain stable coefficients (see for example the discussion in Czajkowski455

and Budzinski (2019) for further details). Our main random parameters model is estimated with456

a simulated maximum likelihood estimation using 5,000 inter-person Halton-draws. In a robustness457

check we also estimate the model with 10,000 inter-person Halton draws to ensure the stability of458

results. In addition, we also estimate the model specified that the random parameters are correlated459

and results remain robust, which relaxes the assumption that all explanatory variables are independent.460

Once the parameters have been estimated in the respective models, we can compute the monetary461

valuations (MV). These are given by the absolute value of the ratio of the respective non-monetary462

coefficient (the marginal utility of each coefficient) over the coefficient of the monetary attribute.463

Throughout the paper we use the commonly applied delta method to compute monetary valuations464

(Contu et al., 2016):465

MV =

∣∣∣∣βnon−monetary

βmonetary

∣∣∣∣ (6)

4.2 Latent Class Models (LCM)466

While the RPL captures heterogeneity at the individual level, the Latent Class Model (LCM) accom-467

modates taste heterogeneity at the group-level. It can be seen as a semiparametric version of the468

RPL, as the analyst does not have to make assumptions about the distribution of the parameters, but469

instead has to restrict the number of classes and estimates a computationally simpler MNL (Greene470

and Hensher, 2003). The motivation for the LCM is the idea that the population can be divided into a471

discrete number of s segments and that preferences within these segments are relatively homogeneous,472

but differ across segments. In the LCM individuals are assigned probabilistically into the segments473

based on socio-economic variables and attitudes. Utility is then modelled as: (Boxall and Adamowicz,474

2002; Strazzerra et al., 2012).475

Uij|s = Vij|s + εij|s (7)

The utility parameters βk can now be divided into s segments. Hence, we now have βk|s which means476

that we have a parameter βk for each segment s. The unconditional choice probability of individual i477

choosing alternative j becomes the weighted average of all βk|s (Strazzerra et al., 2012; Contu et al.,478
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2016)479

PRij =
S∑

s=1

hsPRj|s (8)

where PRj|s is the probability of choosing alternative j conditional on being a member in class s14.480

It is expressed as:481

PRij|s =
exp(βi1|sXi1j + βi2|sXi2j + ...+ βik|sXikj)∑N

n=1 exp(βi1|sXi1n + βi2|sXi2n + ...+ βik|sXikn)
(9)

The segment membership probabilities h1, ..., hn are estimated using a multinomial logit model, assum-482

ing a logistic distribution. By conditioning h on socio-economic covariates, attitudes or perceptions,483

collected alongside the choice experiment, the classes can be characterised (Strazzerra et al., 2012).484

The membership probabilities can be expressed as:485

hs =
exp(δsWc)∑S
s=1 exp(δsWc)

(10)

where Wc is a vector of c covariates, and δs is a vector of coefficients that is specific for class s. After486

estimating the model, it is possible to calculate within each class the marginal rates of substitution487

between the attributes. The monetary value (MV) for a change in attribute k in class s becomes:488

MVk|s =

∣∣∣∣ βk|sβm|s

∣∣∣∣ (11)

where βm is the utility coefficient of the monetary attribute in class s and βk is the non-monetary489

coefficient in class s (see e.g. Gevrek and Uyduranoglu, 2015; Strazzerra et al., 2012).490

14From here on we drop the subscript t for each choice occasion to improve readability
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5 Results491

5.1 Descriptive Results492

We collect a sample of 1,140 individuals representative of the UK in terms of gender, age, income,493

education and 12 UK regions (see Appendix C1 for demographic summary statistics compared to the494

UK population). Each respondent answered 8 choice tasks, resulting in a total of 9,120 observations495

for the choice analysis. We slightly oversample individuals with lower levels of income (which is a496

common problem in online surveys), resulting in a slightly lower average sample income (£36,732 vs.497

£38,291 in the population). We also have slightly more individuals with a university degree (29% vs.498

27.2%), and fewer individuals with low levels of educational attainment (up to 4 GCSEs) (30.4% vs.499

36%).500

Overall, we observe an average willingness-to-pay of £27.5 (median £5), which supports the results501

obtained by O’Garra and Mourato (2016).15 In our sample about 10% of the respondents always502

choose the option ‘No Additional Policy’, whereas 50% never chose that opt-out option (Figure 2). It503

provides a first indication of some support for additional policies.504

0%	 10%	 20%	 30%	 40%	 50%	 60%	

0:	"Never	choose	'No	Additional	
1	
2	
3	
4	
5	
6	
7	

8:	Always	choose	'No	Additional	

Frequency of  Choosing 'No Additional Policy' 

Frequency	of	Choosing	'No	Additional	Policy'	
505

Table 2: Frequency of Choosing ‘No Additional Policy’506

In addition to the choice experiment we asked for respondents’ opinions on topics such as climate507

change and social justice. In our sample 80% of respondents state that they think climate change508

is already happening, and 65% state that climate change is happening and GHGs such as CO2 are509

its main cause. We have a little less than 10% of individuals not thinking that climate change is510

15We observe a slightly higher mean WTP of £28.4 in the group receiving the information treatment compared to a
mean WTP of £26.6 in the ‘control’ group which does not see the information treatment.The WTP amounts are the
average and median values of the payment attributes for the selected choices. Hence, these are the average and median
values that were part of the actually chosen policy option across respondents.
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happening and 15% disagreeing with the statement that “Climate change is happening and mainly511

caused by CO2 emissions”. In our sample 60% disagree with the statement that climate change is512

largely caused by nature, while 20% agree with it and 17% don’t know. The opinions are overall513

similar to what is reported by other UK surveys, although there seems to be a somewhat stronger514

belief in non-natural reasons for climate change compared to other UK surveys, although the different515

question phrasing might partially account for this difference (Phillips et al., 2018). Overall, 65% of516

our sample thinks that it is either extremely likely or somewhat likely that their children’s generation517

will be negatively impacted by climate change.518

Furthermore, we asked people what they thought is the main reason for why people live in poverty519

globally today. We find that slightly more than 20% of the sample thinks that “people are not doing520

enough to help themselves out of poverty”, while about 65% believes that “circumstances beyond521

people’s control” are the main cause (see Appendix D for descriptive results on the opinion questions).522

We use the information from these opinion questions to inform our Latent Class Analysis.523

5.2 Main Results524

The results of the Random Parameter Logit (RPL) are reported in Table 3. This is our preferred525

specification and the main focus of our analysis. We also, in what follows later in this section,526

complement this with findings from our Latent Class Model (LCM) as well as report results from the527

simpler Multinomial Logit Model (MNL) are in Appendix F1. As a robustness check we also estimate528

the RPL model with 10,000 Halton draws to ensure the stability of results (Appendix E1) As a further529

robustness check we also estimate the model specified so that the random parameters are correlated530

and results remain robust (see Annex H1).531

In terms of Table 1, Column 1 contains the estimated coefficients and standard errors, which we focus532

on for the interpretation. Column 2 reports the standard deviations. Column 3 reports the monetary533

valuations, which are computed using the delta method.534

We see as expected a negative coefficient on the payment attribute. Higher levies clearly imply535

lower acceptability. This emphasises again, similar to the climate mitigation literature, the public’s536

sensitivity to costs from policies related to climate change. Of course, this statement holds assuming537

all else is constant. Ultimately what matters is what people are willing to pay given combinations538

of attributes and levels relevant to funding and disbursing assistance for poor countries to adapt to539

climate change.540
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Importantly, we see that respondents positively value the effectiveness of projects, i.e. at least insofar541

as it relates to the number of people protected, but that they also value the share of extremely poor542

individuals protected. This provides first evidence that applying a strictly utilitarian framework when543

allocating adaptation support might not be the preferred strategy. As a robustness check and to544

identify potential non-linearities, we also estimate the model using factor variables for the first two545

attributes (See Appendix G1). The factor-variable specification allows us to explore potential non-546

linearities in the effects. For the coefficients on the absolute number of individuals protected, we547

observe positive and significant coefficients for larger number of individuals protected. This suggests548

that respondents have strong preferences for protecting larger groups of people over smaller groups.549

Interestingly, for the share of individuals protected among the extremely poor, we observe a levelling-550

off effect. Respondents strongly prefer an equal share of extremely poor individuals protected to551

a distribution where only 20% of the protected individuals belong to the most vulnerable group.552

Yet, they do not significantly prefer the baseline outcome to a distribution, in which 80% of the553

individuals protected belong to the extremely poor group (see Appendix G1). This suggests that554

respondents are concerned about the distribution of resources towards the poorest individuals but555

that there is a diminishing effect. Alternatively, the finding might also imply preferences for an equal556

allocation between individuals protected among the group of extremely poor and the lower-middle557

income households.558

Interestingly, we observe that the support for a climate change adaptation policy significantly increases559

when projects are co-financed by an additional levy on donor country industries and businesses. In560

addition, support also increases when making donor country household contributions conditional on561

an additional tax levied by a recipient country’s government. Thus, we do not observe evidence of562

‘crowding-out’ of individual payments. On the contrary, co-financing by industry and commitments563

by recipient governments to contribute and share the financial burden help ensure larger support for564

climate change adaptation policies in donor countries.565

We observe that respondents’ preferred payment mechanism is an ability-to-pay approach, meaning566

that individuals explicitly pay proportionally to their income levels. This is significantly preferred to567

a flat household levy as payment mechanism (the baseline category). The least preferred mechanism568

is to have a payment mechanism based on emissions. This reveals, that an ‘ability-to-pay’ approach569

is valued more relative to an ‘equal-shares principle’, which is in turn preferred to a ‘polluter-pays-570

principle’. Hence, respondents would least support a payment mechanism based on own emissions.571

The results from the Latent Class Model discussed in more detail in Section 5.3, as well as the standard572
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deviations for our RPL result, indicate there is heterogeneity amongst respondents. Specifically in the573

case of the LCM results these show that a relevant group of 24% of the sample prefers a payment574

mechanism based on emissions. Nonetheless, the RPL model shows that achieving public support575

for international climate finance in donor countries, payment mechanisms proportional to income are576

more likely to be supported across the population, on average. This is an important finding, given it577

appears to contrast with the results in the literature on domestic mitigation policies. What explains578

this result is, however, open to interpretation (see Section 3.1). Nevertheless, it is suggestive that579

respondents do not see a strong link between individual emissions and their potential responsibility580

to contribute to adaptation payments. Hence, using carbon pricing to collect revenues to support a581

global adaptation fund might be expected to be less popular compared to a progressive fee based on582

income.583
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Lastly, it is interesting to note that our information treatment has a positive and significant (at 10%),584

impact on respondents’ willingness-to-pay (WTP) (it is significant at 5% in the MNL model, reported585

in Appendix F1). Although the effect is small in terms of actual payment, this provides the first –586

albeit tentative – evidence of a significant information treatment within the context of public support587

for climate adaptation payments. It suggests that framing the issue in a way that also emphasises588

potential future benefits to the UK may be a promising strategy forward. Using assessments from gov-589

ernment institutions that are widely respected within the population and perceived to be impartial on590

the topic of climate change may help to improve public acceptance. Nevertheless, the small magnitude591

of the effects (also in terms of monetary valuations) demonstrates the enormous challenge. If even592

information treatments that focus on specific national (security) interests result only in marginal im-593

provements in support, efforts to communicate such benefits (and the costs of inaction) may need to be594

further reinforced or in other ways. This finding may also raise difficult moral concerns. Further work595

is required to better understand the underlying motivations, for why such a framing may positively596

impact individuals’ contributions. The additional information may have convinced some people that597

urgent action is necessary, that climate change is a serious problem and that additional financial598

resources are required. It may however also be regarded as a relatively easy way to ‘buy your way599

out’ of any international responsibilities to deal with complex issues such as global food insecurities,600

conflicts or migration. It would therefore need to be communicated very clearly and carefully that601

any support for climate adaptation is additional and not instead of other international responsibilities602

and commitments.603

5.3 Latent Class Results604

Finally, as previously mentioned given that some of the standard deviations in our RPL results were605

indicative of heterogeneity in respondent choices for certain attributes, we consider further how ex-606

ploiting heterogeneity across individuals may provide additional information on their preferences for607

climate adaptation payments. Latent class analysis can be particularly useful to recognize and char-608

acterise socio-economic groups with relatively homogeneous preferences (within the group) for specific609

policy designs. The size and composition of such groups can be useful to inform decision-making in610

democratic processes for example by identifying policy characteristics that are supported by a major-611

ity. Nevertheless, it is important to note that LCMs rely on stronger assumptions, compared to RPL612

models as outlined in Section 4.613

Similarly to Gevrek and Uyduranoglu (2015) and Carattini et al. (2017a) in the climate mitigation614
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Number of Classes BIC AIC

2 13981.01 13839.92
3 13342.97 13111.19
4 13009.98 12687.51
5 12647.88 12234.70

Table 4: Criteria for selecting preferred number of classes

literature we apply a Latent Class Model (LCM) to explain heterogeneous preferences. To construct615

our classes we use a combination of socio-economic variables and opinion-based questions on climate616

change and poverty (see Appendix I1 for summary statistics of variables used to construct the latent617

classes).618

Latent Class Models (LCM) require the researcher to make an informed decision on the number of619

classes to be chosen. The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and the Aikaike Information Criterion620

(AIK) are the most commonly used. Both information criteria are designed for model selection and621

both incorporate a penalty for additional parameters. We choose a model with 5 classes as it has the622

lowest BIC and AIC values (Table 4).16 Results from the LCM are reported in Table 5. Panel A in the623

table displays how preferences change across classes. Panel B shows the characteristics of respondents,624

which describe the composition of classes. The latent class model is estimated using a multinomial625

logit model (MNL), using 5,000 iterations. We summarise the results from this analysis for each class626

respectively below. The monetary valuations of the latent class results are shown in Appendix J1. 17
627

Membership in class 1 is associated with being relatively less likely to believe that climate change628

will have a negative impact on future generations. Secondly, members of this class are more likely to629

believe that individuals hold the main responsibility for living in poverty.18 They are also less likely to630

have an above average income. 10% of our sample falls into this group. Members of this class are more631

likely to support policies, which involve industry co-financing. They do not have strong distributional632

preferences, which is in line with their view on the underlying reasons for poverty.633

Nearly one quarter of our sample falls into class 2. Membership in this class is characterised by a634

relatively lower income and educational level.19 They are relatively less likely to choose the status-quo635

16Selecting LCMs with even more classes can become problematic, as the estimates become imprecise and potentially
misleading. It is convention in the literature to not estimate models with more than 5 classes unless for studies with
much larger sample sizes.

17We do not estimate the LCM with factor variables, as the estimates in LCMs can become unstable, meaning less
precise and potentially misleading, with too many parameters and classes. As we already estimate the model with 5
classes, we want to avoid adding further parameters through factor variables.

18This is equivalent to the following statement: Membership in class 1 is associated with being significantly less likely
to believe that the main reasons why some people live in poverty lies in reasons beyond their control.

19Based on the exact variable specifications, it is expressed as: Membership in class two is associated with a lower
likelihood of having above average income and a lower likelihood of having a higher educational level.
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option of no additional policy (ASC Status-quo). Hence, members in this class are more likely to636

support additional policy measures. Individuals in this class are relatively more likely to be a member637

of an environmental organisation. They are less likely to support a policy, which requires the recipient638

country to also issue additional measures to raise funds.639

Approximately 15% of our sample belongs to class 3. Individuals in this class are relatively sceptic640

about the existence of anthropogenic climate change and do not have strong distributional concerns.641

More precisely, membership in this class is associated with a lower likelihood to believe that carbon642

emissions are the main reason for climate change and that climate change will have a negative impact643

on future generations. Members in this class are also more likely to believe that individuals hold the644

main responsibility for living in poverty. In line with their relative disbelief in anthropogenic climate645

change they are more likely to chose the status-quo option of no further policies. Furthermore, when646

choosing between additional policies they appear to prefer a payment mechanism, in which individuals647

contribute based on their income levels and not proportional to their emissions, (but the difference is648

not statistically significant).649

Members of class 4 can be categorised as having relatively strong distributional and fairness concerns650

and by being concerned about the negative impacts of climate change. It consists of nearly 25% of651

our sample. Membership in this class is characterised by a higher likelihood of being a member in an652

environmental organisation, believing that climate change will have negative impacts on future gen-653

erations and believing that the main reason for poverty lies beyond individuals’ control. In line with654

such believes they are more likely to support projects targeted towards a larger share of extremely655

poor individuals. Furthermore, they dislike if projects are conditional on financial contributions by656

the recipient country. But they support co-financing by UK industries and businesses. They are sig-657

nificantly more likely to support policies where households with higher emissions pay more, compared658

to the baseline flat household levy. This suggests that members of class 4 see a relationship between659

own emissions and a responsibility to pay for climate change adaptation in developing countries, even660

though the difference between a payment mechanism based on emissions and a payment mechanism661

based on income are not statistically significantly different from one another.662

Individuals attributed to class 5 can be characterised as having strong preferences on the burden-663

sharing of additional policies. In particular they care about the distribution of the burden between664

donor and recipient countries as well as between households and industry in donor countries. Nearly665

28% of our sample belongs to this class. Individuals in this class are more likely to support policies,666

which are conditional on the recipient country also contributing and involve industry co-financing.667
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They also prefer a policy design in which richer households pay more. They are less likely to choose668

the status-quo option, which suggests that they are willing to contribute to additional policies and are669

relatively more likely to acknowledge the need for additional policy measures.670

One way to summarise the results from the Latent Class Analysis is by grouping the classes 1 and671

3 together. Respondents in these groups are sceptical about the existence or the negative impacts672

of climate change. Furthermore, they appear to not have strong distributional preferences. They673

tend to support the view that individuals are largely responsible themselves for living in poverty.674

Approximately 25% of our sample belongs to this group. Convincing individuals from this group to675

contribute to climate adaptation payments is likely to be challenging. They appear to be opposed to676

the two main underlying ideas that may results in a willingness to support such policies: (1) believing677

in the existence of climate change, and (2) international solidarity to help individuals move out of678

poverty. Yet, reversely this also means that about 75% of our sample belongs to any of the other679

classes. This allows potentially for a more optimistic view that a substantial majority believes both680

in the negative impacts of climate change and acknowledges that poverty can be caused by reasons’681

beyond individuals controls. The combination of these two factors appears to be somewhat necessary682

for being willing to contribute to climate adaptation in the long-run.683
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Variable Class 1 Class2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 

Panel A Coeff. (S.e.)     

Total Deaths 
prevented (thds.) 

0.032*** 
(0.009) 

0.015*** 
(0.003) 

0.008 
(0.017) 

0.220*** 
(0.024) 

0.023*** 
(0.005) 

Share of deaths 
prevented among 

the extremely poor 

-0.285 
(0.465) 

0.284 
(0.205) 

-0.663 
(0.830) 

3.300*** 
(0.646) 

-0.194 
(0.410) 

Payment 
Conditional 

0.237 
(0.233) 

-0.188** 
(0.087) 

-0.017 
(0.456) 

-0.620** 
(0.241) 

0.348*** 
(0.130) 

Industry Co-finance 0.751*** 
(0.208) 

0.087 
(0.067) 

-0.823 
(0.559) 

0.449*** 
(0.128) 

0.154* 
(0.089) 

Richer HHs pay 
more 

-0.093 
(0.233) 

0.037 
(0.100) 

0.676 
(0.580) 

0.349 
(0.267) 

0.464*** 
(0.159) 

HHs with higher 
emissions pay more 

-0.368 
(0.230) 

0.064 
(0.097) 

-0.370 
(0.570) 

0.458** 
(0.190) 

0.127 
(0.123) 

Annual Payment -0.086*** 
(0.007) 

-0.001 
(0.001) 

-0.021** 
(0.009) 

-0.032*** 
(0.006) 

-0.036*** 
(0.036) 

Information * 
Payment 

-0.002 
(0.010) 

-0.000 
(0.001) 

-0.010 
(0.013) 

0.002 
(0.003) 

-0.002 
(0.003) 

ASC_Status quo -0.800 
(0.532) 

-0.350* 
(0.189) 

3.107*** 
(0.883) 

-0.298 
(0.627) 

-3.837*** 
(0.335) 

ASC_option 2 0.386** 
(0.168) 

0.295*** 
(0.056) 

0.112 
(0.436) 

-0.171 
(0.130) 

-0.164* 
(0.084) 

Panel B      
Class Membership 

Function 
     

High Income -0.755** 
(0.294) 

-0.517** 
(0.254) 

-0.414 
(0.264) 

0.248 
(0.229) 

0a 

A-level & above 0.187 
(0.254) 

-1.108*** 
(0.236) 

-0.294 
(0.236) 

0.120 
(0.216) 

0a 

CO2 main cause 0.004 
(0.274) 

-0.277 
(0.236) 

-0.980*** 
(0.247) 

0.313 
(0.255) 

0a 

CC negative impact -0.710** 
(0.275) 

-0.069 
(0.250) 

-1.545*** 
(0.254) 

0.549* 
(0.296) 

0a 

Cause Poverty 
beyond control 

-0.764*** 
(0.260) 

-0.223 
(0.232) 

-0.882*** 
(0.234) 

0.873*** 
(0.278) 

0a 

Member in Env. 
Org.  

0.480 
(0.725) 

1.699*** 
(0.516) 

-1.004 
(1.113) 

0.995* 
(0.527) 

0a 

Car ownership (2 or 
more) 

0.451 
(0.281) 

0.319 
(0.248) 

0.314 
(0.261) 

0.062 
(0.247) 

0a 

Constant -0.057 
(0.307) 

0.574** 
(0.278) 

1.289*** 
(0.252) 

-1.745*** 
(0.394) 

0a 

Average Class 
Probability 

0.104 0.234 0.145 0.239 0.278 

Log-likelihood -6035.35     
Observations 9120     

Table 5: Latent Class Results
Note: Robust Standard errors reported in parentheses. *** denotes significance at 1%, ** at 5%, and * at 10%. Omitted

category: Payment mechanism where all households pay the same amount is omitted. a: constrained values.

684
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6 Discussion and Conclusion685

Climate change adaptation is increasingly focal to global policy responses particularly as current686

emission-reduction commitments in the Paris Agreement are expected to lead to almost 3◦C of global687

warming, rather than the planned 1.5- 2.0◦C (UNEP, 2017; Met Office, 2019). Even a strengthening of688

current pledges will require large-scale financing to help developing countries adapt to climate change.689

The estimated (lower-bound) requirement of 100 billion USD that are required annually, at least690

until 2050, for global climate adaptation will need to be mobilised largely from developed countries691

(IBRD/The World Bank, 2010). Currently mobilised funds in 2020 fall well short of the pledged692

amounts (OECD, 2020; Roberts et al., 2021). Ensuring public support for this over the long-term is693

crucial to sustain acceptance and to avoid policy reversal.694

The allocation of scarce financial resources presents difficult moral judgements with respect to the695

relative benefits of individual projects. This may involve trade-offs between efficiency considerations696

(protecting the largest amount of people) and equity principles (protecting the most vulnerable)697

(e.g. Le Grand, 1990, 1991). Such trade-offs arise for instance when additional infrastructure or698

capacity building is necessary for allocating funds to the poorest or most vulnerable groups. Existing699

(suggestive) evidence is that some adaptation institutions have allocated financial resources not to700

the most marginalised, but to projects with sufficient capacity and past experience, which tend to701

have relatively higher incomes (Stadelmann et al., 2014; Barrett, 2014). Fear of project failure or702

a need to report tangible outcomes may potentially drive such decision-making. Knowledge about703

public preferences for the allocation of scarce public financial resources might be a further way of704

arbitrating these moral judgements, especially if an objective is to avoid or respond to potential705

public concerns about wasteful use of public funds. That said, it is important to see this in context:706

this is a complement to, not a substitute for, political or expert judgement.707

Given this motivation, our starting point – in this paper – is the role of understanding public per-708

ceptions of, and preferences for, international climate adaptation finance to complement efforts that709

anticipate these climate adaptation challenges. We examine a representative sample of the UK popula-710

tion, an important donor country. In doing so, we draw from previous work on preferences for climate711

change mitigation policies. In particular, this existing work has shown that distributional outcomes712

are particularly salient and drive public perception. As such, in the adaptation context, we elicit:713

(a) preferences with respect to burden-sharing principles among contributors; and, (b) distributional714

preferences with respect to the allocation of financial resources across projects.715
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To the best of our knowledge this is the first paper to show that payment mechanisms based on ‘ability-716

to-pay’ appear to be preferred over a ‘polluter-pays-principle’ in the context of climate adaptation.717

If so, this is a key result as it contrasts with findings from the mitigation literature. Our finding718

suggests that respondents do not make a strong link between individuals’ emissions and their potential719

responsibility in deciding to contribute to adaptation payments. We would therefore expect that using720

carbon pricing to collect revenues for a global adaptation fund would be less popular compared to721

using a progressive fee based in some way, for example, on incomes.722

Furthermore, we show that combining household fees together with donor country industry co-financing723

is a promising route to increase public support. In addition, people in donor countries are also con-724

cerned about efforts being undertaken by governments in recipient countries. Efforts in recipient725

countries to complement donations with additional locally raised levies strengthens support for such726

policies in donor countries. Thus, combining separate payment channels (industry co-financing in727

donor countries and contributions from governments in recipient countries) and communicating those728

efforts effectively could help increase public support and improve the political feasibility of such poli-729

cies.730

In addition, we also test the effectiveness of a policy framing (novel in this sub-field of adaptation731

preferences) that emphasises potential benefits to the UK arising from assisting developing countries732

adapt to climate change. Using a randomised information treatment, we show that this policy framing733

can lead to statistically significant increases in public support, although the magnitude of the effect is734

modest. This finding provides an interesting avenue for future research to test similar framings that735

focus on donor country benefits from adopting climate policies. Such effects may also be observable736

beyond this specific context and could be tested further for climate mitigation or development policies.737

Our results also suggest that individuals have strong preferences for distributing resources to the most738

vulnerable individuals. On average, projects supporting the most marginalised receive larger public739

support amongst our sample. That is, respondents care not only about the absolute number of people740

protected but also about the vulnerability of those people, at least up to a point. Such findings741

imply the presence of egalitarian principles, and favour allowing adaptation funds to make trade-offs742

in favour of supporting the most marginalised communities.743

Nevertheless, it is important to note that our findings especially our latent class analysis shows there744

is a high degree of heterogeneity in preferences and perceptions of climate change adaptation among745

individuals in the UK. We observe that 25% of our sample is either sceptical about the existence of746
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climate change or sceptical about concepts of solidarity towards people living in poverty. These are747

minority perspectives, but clearly a non-trivial group would prove hard to mobilising any support at748

all from. Of course, the flip side of this it that a sizeable majority (i.e. 75%) does not think in this749

way and would be more willing to contribute to international climate adaptation funds. As a practical750

matter, the overall picture is the one that matters. In this respect, our conclusions on the face of it751

are not optimistic: we find that public support for international climate adaptation projects remains752

substantially insufficient to meet international commitments.753

A number of avenues for future research are arguably suggested by our findings. Testing additional754

policy framings and to probing greater detail in policy attributes that can help to increase public ac-755

ceptance of – and willingness to contribute to – climate adaptation finance. The latter seem especially756

important. This includes further probing of support, and trade-offs that respondents see, between757

distributional principles which might guide how adaptation funds are raised. Moreover, our focus on758

mortality reductions – in exploring “effectiveness” of adaptation interventions as an attribute – while759

arguably focal to climate adaptation is not necessarily comprehensive, given the range of ways in760

which different adaptation projects might protect development and livelihoods in recipient countries.761

As climate impacts encroach on these outcomes, and the need to adapt becomes increasingly evident,762

better understanding of public support for international action is becoming evermore crucial.763
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Appendix B Scenario Description989

Developed countries, including the UK, are responsible for most of the historic greenhouse gas emissions such as carbon990

dioxide (CO2) that cause climate change. Global climate change is a serious environmental problem faced by humankind.991

It is caused by greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) such as CO2 that originate from burning of fossil fuels like coal, oil or992

natural gas. Climate change is expected to cause rising average temperatures, rising sea-levels and more severe natural993

disasters. The World Health Organization estimates that climate change will cause additional 250,000 annual deaths994

across the world by 2030. To prevent any of these deaths, financial resources are required from now on to gradually995

improve the resilience of affected people.996

The developed countries have committed themselves to help poor countries adapt to the impacts of climate change.997

Globally, approximately £75 billion per year will be required to help poor countries adapt. Contributions for these998

climate adaptation programmes will come from all advanced economies, based on GDP and population size.999

The UK Department for International Development (DFID) requires additional financial resources, to implement such1000

climate change adaptation projects. These projects focus on preventing deaths from droughts, floods, and heatwaves for1001

example by building flood barriers, and distributing drought-resistant crops and air-conditioning units.1002

Project Characteristics: Projects available to DFID differ along a set of characteristics. One such characteristic is the1003

distribution of resources within the recipient country. Two groups are eligible to receive funding:1004

1. The extremely poor: These people live in shanty towns on less than £515 per year. These groups are particularly1005

vulnerable to any natural disasters and climatic changes. (For comparison, the average annual household income in the1006

UK is £26,000).1007

2. Middle-income households: These people live in basic but solid housing on approximately £5000 per year. These1008

people do not live in poverty but are still vulnerable to climate change events (for comparison, the average annual1009

household income in the UK is £26,000).1010

Yet, without support climate change induced deaths will occur in both groups. Depending on the distribution of the1011

resources across these groups the total cost may differ. However, the surviving members of the extremely poor face greater1012

difficulties in managing the impact of a death on their household compared to middle-income households. Extremely1013

poor families experiencing such a climate change induced death are expected to receive less support from the community1014

and friends, as they are also poor. The extremely poor also have less access to social safety nets and formal financial1015

tools (e.g. savings, credit, insurance) to help them manage these negative impacts resulting from the death of a family1016

member compared to middle-income households.1017

You will be asked to give your preferred choice on a sequence of policy alternatives. Each set of policy alternatives is1018

completely independent of any preceding or following alternatives. The policies differ in their characteristics and you1019

can only choose one of them. You can also choose the “no additional policy” scenario, in which case no additional costs1020

would be incurred and zero deaths would be prevented.1021

I’d like you to think how much each of these programmes are worth to you. Then please consider whether you would be1022

willing to pay a surcharge, to support either of these programmes.1023

You will now be asked two comprehension questions on the above description.1024
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Appendix C Demographic Summary Statistics1025

	

Variable Statistic Overall Sample UK Population 
Statistics 

Gender  % Male 47.0 49.3 
Mean Age Mean 47.7 46.9 

 S.D. 19.2 / 
Income (£) Mean 36732 38291 

 S.D. 33341 / 
Education % University Degree 29 27.2 

 % 2 or more A-levels or 
equiv. 

13.4 12.3 

 % 5 or more GCSEs or 
equiv. 

16.7 15.3 

 % Up to 4 GCSEs 30.4 36 
 % Apprenticeship 3.9 3.6 
 % Other 6.1 5.7 

Region %South East 15.2 13.7 
 % London 12.0 13.4 
 % North West 10.7 11.0 
 % East 10 9.3 
 % West Midlands 8.7 8.8 
 % South West 8.3 8.4 
 % Yorkshire and the 

Humberlands 
9.1 8.3 

 % East Midlands 7.6 7.2 
 % North East 4.5 4.0 
 % Wales 4.7 4.7 
 % Scotland  7.2 8.2 
 % Northern Ireland 1.9 2.8 

1026

Table C1: Demographic Summary Statistics1027

20
1028

20Note on Sources UK Population Statistics: Geographic Statistics: (For England: https://www.statista.com/

statistics/294681/population-england-united-kingdom-uk-regional/ ; for Wales and Northern Ireland: https:

//www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates#timeseries.
Gender Statistics: https://www.ons.gov.uk/visualisations/nesscontent/dvc219/pyramids/index.html (Based on
predictions for 2017 based on last Census). Age Statistics: https://www.ons.gov.uk/visualisations/nesscontent/

dvc219/pyramids/index.html (based on predictions for 2017 based on last Census). Education Statistics (only available
for England and Wales): http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20160105191238/http://www.ons.gov.uk/

ons/rel/census/2011-census-analysis/local-area-analysis-of-qualifications-across-england-and-wales/

rpt---local-area-analysis-of-qualifications-across-england-and-wales.html#tab-Overview-of-Qualifications-in-England-and-Wales.

Income Statistics (ONS, 2017): https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/

personalandhouseholdfinances/expenditure/adhocs/006770grosshouseholdincomebyincomedecilegroupukfinancialyearending2016
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Appendix D Summary of Survey Results of Respondents’ Opinions1029

on Climate Change and Distributional Questions1030
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Figure D1: Opinions on Climate Change1032

1033

Figure D2: Opinions on Future Impacts of Climate Change1034
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1035

Figure D3: Opinions on Main Underlying Reasons for why People Live in Poverty1036
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Appendix E RPL results with 10,000 draws1037

	

  (1) (2) (3) 

Dependent variable: Choice 

 

 

Variable 

 PRL_EC RPL_EC Monetary Valuation (£) 
(95% C.I.) 

Coeff (S.E.) S.D.  

Total Deaths Prevented (thds.)  0.0493*** 
(0.0031) 

0.0588*** 
(0.0041) 

1.20 
(1.69; 2.30) 

Share of Deaths Prev. among extremely poor  0.3258*** 
(0.1274) 

-1.2073*** 
(0.3095) 

13.19 
(2.87; 23.51) 

Payment Conditional 
 

 0.1771*** 
(0.0505) 

0.6819*** 
(0.1007) 

7.17 
(3.09; 11.25) 

Industry Co-Finance 
 

 0.1185*** 
(0.0355) 

0.0001 
(0.0044) 

4.80 
(1.88; 7.71) 

Richer HHs pay more 
 

 0.1971*** 
(0.0571) 

0.1171 
(0.1851) 

7.98 
(3.38; 12.58) 

HHs with higher carbon emissions pay more 
 

 -0.1212** 
(0.0538) 

-0.6743*** 
(0.0903) 

-4.91 
(-9.11; - 0.70) 

Annual Payment (£) 
 

 -0.0247***b 

(0.0015) 
/  

Information*Payment 
 

 0.0032*b 

(0.0018) 
/ 0.13 

(-0.01; 0.26) 
ASC 1 (Policy 1)  -0.0357 

(0.0366) 
-0.5018*** 

(0.0760) 
-1.45 

(-4.37; 1.48) 
ASC 2 (Status-quo)  -2.0144*** 

(0.1798) 
4.1858*** 
(0.2501) 

-81.56 
(-96.78; -66.33) 

Log-likelihood  -6621.96   
Observations  9120   

1038

1039

Note: Robust Standard errors reported in parentheses. *** denotes significance at 1%, ** at 5%, and * at 10%.1040

Omitted payment category: All households pay the same amount.1041

Table E1: RPL results with 10,000 inter-person Halton draws1042
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Appendix F Results of the Multinomial Logit Model (MNL)1043

	

  (2) (3) 
Dependent variable: Choice 

 
Variable 

 MNL MNL 
Coeff (S.E.) Monetary Valuation (£)  

 (95% C.I.) 

Total Deaths Prevented (thds.)  0.031*** 
(0.002) 

2.07 
(1.75; 2.39) 

Share of Deaths Prev. among extremely poor  0.272*** 
(0.067) 

17.93 
(9.15; 26.71) 

Payment Conditional 
 

 0.174*** 
(0.034) 

11.45 
(6.76; 16.14) 

Industry Co-Finance 
 

 0.136*** 
(0.026) 

9.00 
(5.44; 12.56) 

Richer HHs pay more 
 

 0.021 
(0.038) 

1.37 
(-3.60; 6.34) 

HHs with higher carbon emissions pay more 
 

 -0.010 
(0.035) 

-0.68 
(-5.26; 3.89) 

Annual Payment (£) 
 

 -0.015*** 
(0.001) 

/ 

Information*Payment 
 

 0.002** 
(0.001) 

0.15 
(0.01; 0.29) 

ASC 1 (Policy 1)  -0.024 
(0.025) 

-1.55 
(-4.82; 1.72) 

ASC 2 (Status-quo)  -0.093 
(0.092) 

-6.15 
(-17.79; 5.49) 

Log-likelihood  -8888.76  
Observations  9120  

1044

Note: Robust Standard errors reported in parentheses. *** denotes significance at 1%, ** at 5%, and * at 10%.1045

Omitted payment category: All households pay the same amount.1046

Table F1: Multinomial Logit Model (MNL)1047
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Appendix G RPL results with factor variables

	

  (1) (2)  (3) 
Dependent variable: Choice 

 
Variable 

 RPL RPL  RPL 
Coeff (S.E.) S.D. Monetary Valuation (£) 

(95% C.I.) 

Total Deaths Preventend: 20K  0.5914*** 
(0.0572) 

-0.0017 
(0.0041) 

 25.26 
(19.78; 30.74) 

Total Deaths Preventend: 40K  1.4114*** 
(0.0832) 

1.1437*** 
(0.0841) 

 60.29 
(51.27; 69.31) 

Share of Deaths Prev. among extremely poor: 50%  0.5549*** 
(0.0873) 

-0.5472*** 
(0.1873) 

 23.70 
(15.86; 31.54) 

Share of Deaths Prev. among extremely poor: 80%  0.0907 
(0.0727) 

-0.0137 
(0.0233) 

 3.87 
(-2.27;  10.02) 

Payment Conditional 
 

 0.1737*** 
(0.0495) 

0.7866*** 
(0.0862) 

 7.42 
(3.22; 11.62) 

Industry Co-Finance 
 

 0.0979*** 
(0.0351) 

0.0005 
(0.0050) 

 4.18 
(1.17; 7.19) 

Richer HHs pay more 
 

 0.3313*** 
(0.0704) 

0.0862 
(0.0912) 

 14.15 
(8.12; 20.18) 

HHs with higher carbon emissions pay more 
 

 -0.1528*** 
(0.0531) 

-0.6364*** 
(0.0914) 

 -6.53 
(-10.90; -2.15) 

Annual Payment (£) 
 

 -0.0234***b 

(0.0014) 
/  / 

Information*Payment 
 

 0.0028b 

(0.0017) 
/  0.13 

(-0.01; 0.26) 
ASC 1 (Policy 1)  -0.0657* 

(0.0355) 
-0.4313*** 

(0.0803) 
 -2.81 

(-5.80; 0.19) 
ASC 2 (Status-quo)  -2.4189*** 

(0.1851) 
4.5412*** 
(0.2443) 

 -103.33 
(-120.49; -86.16) 

Log-likelihood  -6658.86    
Observations  9120    

Note: Robust Standard errors reported in parentheses. *** denotes significance at 1%, ** at 5%, and * at 10%.
Omitted category: Total Deaths prevented: 10k, Share of deaths prevented among the extremely poor: 20%, Payment

mechanism: All households pay the same. b: Non-random fixed coefficients.

Table G1: RPL Model with Factor Variables
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Appendix H RPL results (specified that the random coefficients are

correlated)

	
	

  (2) (3) 
Dependent variable: Choice 

 
Variable 

 PRL RPL 
Coeff (S.E.) Monetary Valuation (£) 

(95% C.I.) 

Total Deaths Prevented (thds.)  0.0461*** 
(0.0039) 

1.81 
(1.48; 2.13) 

Share of Deaths Prev. among extremely poor  0.4678*** 
(0.1445) 

18.36 
(7.05; 29.68) 

Payment Conditional 
 

 0.0577 
(0.0592) 

2.27 
(-2.30; 6.83) 

Industry Co-Finance 
 

 0.0608 
(0.0451) 

2.38 
(-1.14; 5.91) 

Richer HHs pay more 
 

 0.1469** 
(0.0626) 

5.77 
(0.87; 10.66) 

HHs with higher carbon emissions pay more 
 

 -0.2347*** 
(0.0538) 

9.21 
(-13.77; -4.65) 

Annual Payment (£) 
 

 -0.0255***b 

(0.0015) 
/ 

Information*Payment 
 

 0.0036**b 

(0.0018) 
/ 

ASC 1 (Policy 1)  -0.0867** 
(0.0416) 

3.40 
(-6.67; -0.13) 

ASC 2 (Status-quo)  -2.4821*** 
(0.1952) 

-97.43 
(-114.13; -80.73) 

Log-likelihood  -6509.82  
Observations  9120  

Note: Robust Standard errors reported in parentheses. *** denotes significance at 1%, ** at 5%, and * at 10%.
Omitted payment category: All households pay the same amount. This specification was run using 1000 draws instead
of the 5000 draws used in the main specification because the model did not converge with the larger number of draws

because the model with correlation between the random parameters is computationally more demanding.

Table H1: RPL Model correlation between the random coefficients
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Appendix I Descriptive statistics of class membership functions in1050

LCM1051

Variable Mean  Std. Dev.  Min Max Observations 

Income above average 
(yes=1) 

0.3368 0.4727 0 1 9120 

A-level or above (yes=1) 0.4289 0.4950 0 1 9120 

GHGs are the main cause 
of climate change (yes=1) 

0.6412 0.4797 0 1 9120 

Climate Change is likely 
to have negative impacts 

on future generations 
(yes=1) 

0.6702 0.4702 0 1 9120 

Biggest reason for 
poverty lies in reasons 

beyond individuals’ own 
control (yes=1) 

0.6632 0.4727 0 1 9120 
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Table I1: Descriptive Statistics of Variables to Characterise Class Membership Functions in LCM1053

Appendix J Willingness-to-pay values for LCM results1054

1055

	 Class	1	 Class	2	 Class	3	 Class	4	 Class	5	
Total Deaths prevented 

(thds.) 
0.373***	
(0.16;	0.58)	

19.639	
(-51.34;	90.62)	

0.375	
(-1.24;	1.99)	

6.771***	
(5.30;	8.24)	

0.647***	
(0.37;	0.93)	

Share of deaths 
prevented among the 

extremely poor 

-3.332	
(-13.91;	7.27)	

368.675	
(-993.32;	1730.67)	

-32.239	
(-116.85;	52.37)		

101.705***	
(60.99;	142.42)	

-5.340	
(-27.39;	16.71)	

Payment Conditional 2.761***	
(-2.57;	8.09)	

-244.002	
(-1106.55;	618.54)	

-0.820	
(-44.12;	42.48)	

-19.119**	
(-33.87;	-4.37)	

9.58***	
(2.43;	16.74)	

Industry Co-finance 8.74***	
(3.93;	13.55)	

112.95	
(-350.01;	575.91)	

-39.99	
(-95.55;	15.56)	

13.85***	
(3.98;	23.71)	

4.23*	
(-0.64;	9.10)	

Richer HHs pay more -1.08	
(-6.41;	4.24)	

47.81	
(-260.29;	355.91)	

32.85	
(-26.29;	91.99)	

10.75	
(-7.77;	29.28)	

12.79***	
(4.06;	21.52)	

HHs with higher 
emissions pay more 

-4.28	
(-9.65;	1.09)	

82.44	
(-365.21;	530.08)	

-17.97	
(-72.41;	36.47)	

14.12**	
(2.33;	25.90)	

3.51	
(-3.25;	10.26)	

Information * Payment -0.02	
(-0.26;	0.21)	

-0.05	
(-3.95;	3.85)	

	

-0.472	
(-1.94;	1.00)	

0.062	
(-0.14;	0.26)	

-0.058	
(-0.22;	0.10)	

ASC_Status quo -9.31	
(-21.32;	2.71)	

-453.98	
(-1950.69;	1042.73)	

150.99*	
(-19.96;	321.93)	

-9.20	
(-47.96;	29.56)	

-105.66***	
(-124.44;	-86.88)	

ASC_option 2 4.49**	
(0.58;	8.39)		

382.28	
(-976.07;	1740.64)	

5.46	
(-36.34;	47.25)	

-5.27	
(-12.48;	1.93)	

-4.51**	
(-8.92;	-0.10)	
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Table J1: Willingness-to-pay valuations of the Latent Class model (with 95% confidence intervals)1058
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